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Accepting Worship Restrictions Means
Rejecting Rule of Christ the King
“Many of the chief men believed in Him but because of the Pharisees they did not confess Him…
For they loved the glory of men more than the glory of God.” (John 13:42-43)
command the congregation unquestioningly
complied. Contrast that priest’s “Pontius
Pilate” dereliction of duty with the response
of a Protestant minister in Canada who
shouted at the police to get out of his church,
calling them “Nazi Gestapo Psychopaths”!
He’s my kinda guy. Search on YouTube for
both of these videos.
It’s really much too late now for lamentations
over police state tactics; you believed the
propaganda. You’ve no choice but to keep
wearing that mask, keep washing those hands
and stay away from others - human and
divine. Government is your God now. (For
more on “Covid Craziness” see p.14)

From the Mail online, Easter Sunday…
Police turned up at a Polish Catholic church
again today during an Easter Sunday Mass
after officers shut down its Good Friday
service for breaching Covid rules and
threatened worshippers with £200 fines.
Officers shut down the religious ceremony in
Balham High Street, south London, at around
5pm on Friday, with footage showing one
telling worshippers that the gathering was
'unlawful' and that they had to go home.
Dozens of Christians attended Easter Mass
services at Christ the King Polish Catholic
Church - with many forced to kneel outside to
avoid overcrowding. Around 50 smartlydressed worshippers had to listen to Mass
through speakers introduced after Friday's
clash.
Though two police officers arrived and spoke
to church stewards, they left soon after, not
repeating Friday's extraordinary scenes when
cops stood at the altar and demanded
worshippers go home.
However, there was still anger among
worshippers at the church today with many

accusing officers of overstepping the mark.
Tomsz Niewiadomski, who was queuing to
[attend] the second Mass of the day, said
everyone inside on Friday was wearing masks
and social distancing. The 39-year-old, who
lives in nearby Streatham, south London, said:
'It’s not right what they did. The police didn't
seem to know the rules.” (Above extracts from
Mail Online report: Police show up at Polish
Catholic church AGAIN for Easter Sunday Mass,
4/4/21).

From the Editor…
The problem with the righteous anger on
display here is that it’s way too late. They’ve
accepted that the State has authority over the
Church, so it’s now a matter of opinion
whether its agents are overstepping the mark
in any particular situation. On Good Friday,
remember, the priest went outside to speak to
the police officers and then invited them into
the church to address the congregation! The
police announced from the sanctuary that the
service (commemorating the death of Our
Lord) was unlawful, instructing the people to
disperse or be fined, and even arrested if they
failed to provide their details - with which

Scottish Court
Rules Closure
of Churches
Unlawful
On 24 March 2021, the Court of Session in
Edinburgh ruled the closure of churches by
the Scottish Government unlawful, in a case
brought by 27 Protestant ministers.
In Ireland, though, extreme
measures remain in place, as we
go to press.
One priest continues to permit
Mass attendance despite
receiving a hefty fine and no support from
his bishop:
"If Christians were as determined to spread
the message that Christ is our Saviour as
they are to challenge others for not obeying
restrictions laid down by this government
then we would be on the right track.” (Fr P.J.
Hughes, Co. Cavan, Ireland - to read more, see
Irish Priest: If only, p.7)
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Covid-19 : The Truth
Martin Blackshaw, a Catholic writer from Edinburgh, wrote
to Jason Leitch, profession dentistry, who fronts the Scottish
Government’s Covid advertising campaign and contributes
to the daily televised briefings. Extracts below…
Dear Professor Leitch,
On May 11, 2020, England’s Chief Medical Officer, Sir Chris Whitty, made a startling announcement during a Downing Street Coronavirus press conference. He declared before all
gathered that “for most people COVID-19 is harmless”. It was a rare moment of medical
honesty, the only one I can recall throughout a 13-month campaign of government-sponsored
misinformation regarding this virus, misinformation which is being relayed constantly via the
media to psychologically terrorise the masses into compliance with an unprecedented, unconstitutional and unlawful suppression of human freedom and destruction of national economies.
I have studied official statistics and declarations over many months and have been astonished at
the scale of the deception. It began with the now-discredited Professor Neil Ferguson in the UK,
backed by a group called “SAGE”, which does not number a single epidemiologist or virologist
among its ranks. Here are some of [the] known facts:
It is estimated that around 2.9 million people have died globally from complications arising from
COVID-19, that’s less than 4% of the estimated 70 million people who die in this world every
year from various causes and a mere 0.03% of the planet’s 8 billion population.
At a national level here in Scotland, the number of dead is officially recorded at around 15,000
from a population of 5.5 million. Again, this works out at a tiny 0.02% of the Scottish population
– hardly a plague upon the nation! [For Martin’s short report on Irish Government records, see p.7]
Interestingly, the Scottish government’s website is very careful not to attribute a single death
directly to this virus. Rather, having largely suspended post mortem examinations, it uses
obscure attributions such as “8,000 have died having tested positive for COVID and 7,000 have
died where COVID was mentioned on the death certificate”. The same method and anomaly is
to be found on the websites of other governments, which have similarly suspended post mortems
and are employing the same language in their reporting of deaths to avoid direct attribution to
COVID-19.
[Regarding vaccines] you will be aware that science has never been able to produce a vaccine
for any Coronavirus despite many decades of research, yet here we are with a sudden array of
rushed mRNA vaccines which would normally take at least 4-6 years of testing on animals and
fully informed human volunteer experiment subjects before any responsible government would
even consider deploying them on its population. The same deception is being applied to
enforced face coverings and social distancing, infantile innovations that have no proven scientific basis. It is common knowledge that airborne viruses enter the body through the eyes, and
Continued opposite…

that viral particles sneezed or coughed into the
air by an infected person can travel much
further than two metres.
Truth be told, there is not a single shred of true
established science in anything you or any of
these other government-employed “experts”
are telling the public. You merely relate a
government narrative to the people, as do the
media, while hundreds, if not thousands, of
opposition experts, eminent people in the
fields of medicine, science and law, are silenced by the same media and suppressed on
social media.
One such eminent figure is Dr. Mike Yeadon,
former VP and Chief Respiratory Science Officer with Pfizer. This man reached the zenith
of his profession in a career spanning 40 years
and is unmatched in experience when it comes
to respiratory viruses and vaccines. His several
interviews [can be read online] in which he
exposes the lies underpinning the COVID
plague narrative.
The suppression of religious freedom over the
past year of repression has been particularly
heinous, a direct offence against God reminiscent of the former USSR, Communist China
and North Korea. Well did G.K. Chesterton
observe in this regard: “Once remove the God
and the government becomes the God”! I now
see my fellow countrymen and women under
the new COVID Commandments dutifully
wearing their little masks and standing on their
allotted little social distancing ground markers,
like children in a primary school playground,
their freedom gone and their economic future
in tatters. I see social media suppression of
those who challenge the official narrative, I see
arbitrary fines and other punishments introduced without debate together with increased
state surveillance of the public, including encouraged neighbourhood snitching to a police
force now turned against its original purpose
of upholding the law, to enforcing illicit legislation as the strong arm of a culturally Marxist
government.
I now foresee a vaccine passport/certification
system being introduced not dissimilar to the
yellow star system imposed on Nazi Germany’s Jews, with the exception that the cruel
discrimination imposed on those people on
racial grounds will now be imposed on the
entire world on health grounds. Different excuse, same end – repression! What started as
a few weeks or months “to flatten the curve”
has since developed into 13 months of fullblown totalitarianism that will never be fully
rolled back.
I sincerely hope I live to see the day when all
who have perpetuated this COVID conspiracy
on the world stand before judges in the Hague
charged with crimes against humanity.
Whether or not I live to see justice done in this
way is of little importance, however, since
those responsible will certainly not escape accountability when they ultimately stand before
the divine judge, as we all must, whose judgment and sentence is eternal.
To read Martin’s letter in full, including links to
Dr Mike Yeadon’s several interviews, visit
https://catholictruthblog.com/2021/04/13/6-5-scottish-electionsshould-catholics-withhold-vote-in-protest-at-tyranny/
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Up-to-Date Science Explodes Myths
About Vaccines
Tony & Vicki Ambrosetti
The article below was first published on
the blog, Tradidi Quod et Accepi (Passing
on to our children and grandchildren, what we
have received)
https://aaambrosetti.wordpress.com/2021/03/21/abor
tion-tainted-vaccines-contributing-to-thedemand/comment-page-1/#comment-24

“Why are you only now
making an issue of abortiontainted vaccines?” This was
the question that the prior of
the local chapel of the
Society of St. Pius X (SSPX),
posed to my wife and me in his office as we
concluded our meeting with him in December
of 2020. We had arranged the meeting to
express our concern with an article on sspx.org
that judged such vaccines morally permissible.
His question was a legitimate one: why did it
take us so long to speak up? It prompted us to
ask hard questions of ourselves, such as why
did we allow our children to be injected over
the years with tissue from murdered babies in
the form of (inter alia) Rubella and Varicella
inoculations?
The question does not have easy answers and
requires an earnest examination of conscience.
But as with all questions of morality, it really
comes down to the point when one becomes
fully aware that what one has been doing is, in
fact, some form of cooperation in evil.
For us, the turning point was relatively recent.
Two years ago, we attended a backyard
barbeque, at which a long-time acquaintance of
ours – a Catholic physician’s assistant – asked
a rhetorical question regarding the MMR
vaccine: “What kind of society injects into each
and every child the tissue of aborted babies?”
It was the first time that we heard a medical
professional – Catholic or otherwise – put the
matter into the realm of morality as opposed to
questioning vaccine safety. So we started to
conduct in-depth research, and what our
investigation revealed – and continues to make
clear – is that for years we unknowingly
contributed to the growing demand for
pharmaceutical companies to develop, test and
produce vaccines and medications from stem
cell lines of aborted babies.
It is said that ignorance is bliss; but when you
realize that for decades you have been complicit
in literally encouraging these so-called medical
researchers and vaccine developers in their
growing harvest of tissue from murdered
babies, you feel compelled to make a beeline
to the confessional to discuss it with a good
priest.
And that is where you run into problems. For
in recent months, as a result of the propaganda
campaign promoting the pseudo-pandemic,
most of our churchmen – up to and including
Pope Francis himself – have been urging
Catholics to accept the COVID vaccines in the

name of charity toward our neighbors. Some
bishops and priests have even suggested that it
is sinful not to get the vaccine. But for more
thoughtful Catholics, the debate over whether
we may accept abortion-tainted vaccines has
centered, for the most part, on whether taking
abortion-tainted vaccines is considered
“remote” and “material,” or not. These two
terms refer to actions of individuals regarding
“cooperation in evil,” and come to us from the
realm of moral theology. Some say that moral
theology is a very complex discipline, requiring
years of training and study. As alluded to
above, we faithful in the pews generally seek
guidance in such matters from priests more
versed in discerning, for example, our
culpability — or lack thereof — in the actions
of our day-to-day lives.
Unfortunately, our priests and bishops appear
to be counseling from dated information. We
hear even “traditional” priests parroting the
liberal myth that each of these stem cell lines
originated with the death of just one or two
babies, many decades ago, as if “just” one or
two babies a long time ago is acceptable. Many
seem to trust such sources as Wikipedia and
Big Tech “fact-checkers” to help them make up
their minds. Under the misconception that time
somehow blunts the evil of a gravely immoral
action, many Catholics are told that the “greater
good” of keeping healthy (dubious, at best)
allows us to take the stem cell-derived vaccines
which are, after all (they say), not even the
actual cells from the “aborted fetus,” the act of
which happened so very long ago.
This has been, with some qualifications, the
rationale for at least two district superiors of
the SSPX, for example, to open the door to
acceptance of abortion-tainted vaccines in
general. But this was merely the logical
extension of the ill-considered February 2006
issue of the SSPX Angelus magazine, the front
cover of which read “The Vaccination
Question.”
The SSPX did a great disservice to Catholics
everywhere by publishing that misleading
“Vaccine Issue,” wherein the 2005 decision of
the Pontifical Academy for Life (PAL) was
lauded by the same priest who had spoken
against Rubella vaccines when he was USA
District Superior.
The feature article, penned by Dr. Timothy P.
Collins, M.D., contains the author’s admission,
at the beginning of the second paragraph, that
he accepts “the usefulness of mass vaccinations
in general . . . (and) the authority of a
government to impose regulations regarding
mass vaccination (page 3).”
Dr. Collins, in discussing the Wistar Institute
of Sweden’s attempts at developing a stem cell
line (WI-38), provides a supposed number of
twenty murdered babies, though as we shall see,
the actual number, admitted to by researcher

Dr. Stanley Plotkin himself, was seventy-six.
But it is not the number disparity that is
disturbing — after all, even one child killed
for such purposes is gravely immoral — but it
is the fact that these abortions took place over
a span of many years, making them much more
“proximate” than we were led to believe.
Perhaps the argument can be made that the
SSPX priests and laity who collaborated on
that “Vaccine Issue” of Angelus magazine
were working with the best information they
were able to find at the time. Perhaps. But the
SSPX blinked in the face of a great evil in
February of 2006, reversing what it had
previously taught. In a major change, these
men contrived to give spiritual guidance that
allowed the faithful to consider the macabre
practice of injecting the tissue of murdered
babies into untold millions of children the
world over as conditionally acceptable. The
SSPX had a direct hand in wrongly guiding
countless trusting souls in the pews to accept
vaccines under certain circumstances – an
acceptance that would tragically do nothing
but create a demand for continued butchery of
babies.

Now we know better regarding the full scope
of the stem cell industry. The first “crack” in
the pharmaceutical story of “only a couple” of
murdered babies came in 2018, when Dr.
Stanley Plotkin, the preeminent expert on
vaccine research mentioned above, was forced
to testify under oath during a trial of a mother
who refused vaccines for her children. At first,
even under oath, he tried to perpetuate the
myth that the WI-38 line he developed had
“only” used stem cells derived from two
aborted babies. But when the mother’s defense
attorney produced Dr. Plotkin’s own written
study admitting to the stem cell line having
used seventy-six murdered babies during
research, this ghoulish doctor had to backpedal and finally admit that seventy-six was,
indeed, the correct number! These babies, he
went on to describe, were extracted ex utero,
and tortured without anesthesia as their organs
were systematically cut out of each poor child
before the babies were eventually murdered.
You can see the video of the relevant portion
of the court proceeding here:
The proof that countless aborted babies are used in
vaccine research and production

Then, in 2020, a courageous young Catholic
biologist and vaccine researcher named
Pamela Acker wrote an eye-opening book
entitled Vaccination: A Catholic Perspective.
Continued on p.9
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Catholics & Islam…
It is important to understand this non-Christian religion
Father Gnana Pragash Suresh
The article below was first published on the
website Catholic Apologetics, undated, and
entitled Understanding Islam.
http://catholicapologetics.info/apologetics/islam/dislam.
htm

I. Biblical background
The Old Testament tells us that God's glorious
plan of redemption was initiated through
Abram. With this man, God made an everlasting covenant and God changed his name to
Abraham, the father of many nations (Genesis
17:5). This covenant was later to be fulfilled
through the seed of one of Abraham's descendants, the promised Messiah.
"For it is written that Abraham had two sons,
the one by a slave-girl and the other by a free
woman." (Galatians 4:22). Abraham had two
sons. His first son, Ismael, was born of the
Egyptian bondwoman named Hagar. His second son was Isaac, who was born of Abraham's
wife, Sara. God laid the foundation for the
fulfillment of His covenant through Isaac, the
son of Sara, the freewoman. It was through
Isaac's seed that the Messiah would later appear (Genesis 17).
Even though Ismael was Abraham's first son,
God chose to fulfil His covenant through Isaac,
his younger son. All the future prophets of God
and the Messiah would appear only from the
lineage of Isaac, the chosen son of Abraham,
without any exception.
In favor of Sara and her son Isaac, Hagar and
Ismael were expelled from the household of
Abraham and, consequently, from the heritage
and lineage of the descendants of Isaac, (Genesis 21:10). The Arabian nations (the desert
dwellers) are descendants of Ismael but not of
Isaac. So, on that day, a great division was
born between the children of Ismael and the
children of Isaac and the Messiah.
II. Pre-Islamic Arabia
Muslims frequently argue that since
Islam and the Qu’ran (or Koran: the
Muslim ‘bible’) were sent down out
of heaven, no earthly source or
materials could have been used in
their construction. They begin with the assumption that such things cannot be. But the
truth is that the Islamic faith and the Qu’ran
itself can be completely and sufficiently explained in terms of pre-Islamic Arabian culture, custom and religion.
Archaeological and linguistic work done since
the latter part of the 19th century has unearthed
overwhelming evidence that Muhammad constructed his religion and the Qu’ran from preexisting material in Arabian culture as the
following will show us.
a. The meaning of Islam
The very word Islam was not revealed from
heaven nor was it invented by Muhammad. It

is an Arabic word, which originally referred to
an attribute of manliness and described someone who was heroic and brave in battle.
The word Islam did not originally mean submission, as many people have supposed. Instead, it referred to that strength which
characterized a desert warrior who, even when
faced with impossible odds, would fight to the
death for his role.

Mecca- Place of Pilgrimage for Muslims

b. Pre-Islamic tribal life

that were already represented.

The tribal-society aspect of pre-Islamic Arabia
explains many of the things that can be found
in Islam today. For example, it was perfectly in
line with Arab morality to mount raids on other
tribes in order to obtain wealth, wives and
slaves, and so the tribes were constantly at war
with one another. These desert tribes lived by
the code "an eye for an eye and a tooth for a
tooth". Vengeance was extracted whenever
anything was done to hurt any member of the
tribe. Forcing people into slavery or kidnapping women, holding them in a harem, and
raping them at will was considered just and
proper.

The lucrative trade routes and the rich caravans
formed cultural link between Africa, the Middle East, the East and the West. It is therefore
no surprise to find stories in the Qu’ran whose
origins can be traced back to the religious
stories of Babylon, Egypt, India, Persia and
Greece.

The harsh Arab climate produced a harsh tribal
society in which violence was the norm. And
violence is still an attribute of Islamic societies. It is very interesting to note that the English word "assassin" is actually an Arabic
word. It comes from the Latin word assassinus,
which is taken from the Arabic word hashshashin. Hashshashin literally means "smokers
of hashish" and was used as a description of
those Muslims who smoked hashish to whip
themselves into a religious frenzy before killing their enemies.
It came into the European vocabulary through
the Muslim sect called "The Assassins" who
believed that Allah had called them to kill
people as a sacred duty.
c. Pre-Islamic Religion
The Arab population was basically animist in
orientation. The male and female spirits existed in trees; stones, rivers and mountains, and
they were worshiped and feared. Sacred magic
stones were believed to protect the tribes. The
Quraysh tribe had adopted a black stone as
their tribal magic stone and had set it up at the
Kabah. This magical black was kissed when
people came on their pilgrimage to worship at
the Kabah.
The Quraysh tribe (Muhammad's tribe) saw to
it that there was an idol for every religion at the
pagan temple called the Kabah. The word
Kabah is Arabic for "cube" and refers to the
square stone temple in Mecca where the idols
were worshipped. The temple contained a virtual smorgasbord of deities with something for
everyone. At least 360 gods were represented
at the Kabah and a new one could be added if
some stranger came into town and wanted to
worship his own god in addition to the ones

d. Pagan Rituals
The pagans of pre-Islamic Arabia taught that
everyone should bow and pray towards Mecca
(the religious and trade center of Arabia with
its Kabah) during certain set times of the day.
Everyone should also make a pilgrimage to
Mecca to worship at the Kabah at least once in
their life. Once they arrived at Mecca, the
pagans ran around the Kabah seven times,
kissed the black stone, and then ran about a
mile to the Wadi Mina to throw stones at the
devil. They also believed in the giving of alms
and condemned usury. They even had a certain
month in which fasting was to be done according to the lunar calendar. That these pagan rites
comprised the religion in which Muhammad
was raised by his family is acknowledged by
all.
The dominant religion that had grown very
powerful just before Muhammad's time was
that of the Sabeans. The Sabeans had an astral
religion in which they worshipped the heavenly bodies. The moon was viewed as a male
deity and the sun as the female deity. Together
they produced other deities such as the stars.
The Qu’ran refers to this in sura 41, 37 and
elsewhere.
They used a lunar calendar to regulate their
religious rites. For example, a month of fasting
was regulated by the phrases of the moon. The
Sabean pagan rite of fasting began with the
appearance of a crescent moon and did not
cease until the crescent moon reappeared. This
would be later adopted as one of the five pillars
of wisdom of Islam.
Finally, the influence of foreign religions, such
as Judaism, Zoroastrianism (from Persia), Hinduism, Buddhism, Greek and Egyptian mythologies, and Christianity, was also present in
pre-Islamic Arabia.
It is no surprise to find that the Qu’ran contains
remnants of religious stories that can ultimately be traced back to these religions.
Continued on p.5
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Catholics & Islam… Continued from p.4
So, the religions, ideas and rites found in Islam
and the Qu’ran can clearly be traced back to
the influences of pre-Islamic culture, custom
and religious life. Archaeologists have unearthed many examples of pre-Islamic art
which includes their idols and symbols of worship. Mecca contained one of the most important, the Kabah, in which was placed the black
stone, long an object of worship.

Mecca laid siege to the section of the city where
Muhammad lived.

In order to appease his pagan family members
and the members of the Quraysh tribe, he decided that the best thing he could do was to admit
that it was perfectly proper to pray to and worship the three daughters of Allah: Al-Lat, Alussa and Manat! This led to the famous "satanic
verses" in which Muhammad in a moment of
weakness and supposedly under the inspiration
III. The Beginning of Islam
of Satan succumbed to the temptation to apThe founder of Islam is Muhammad (AD 570
pease the pagan mobs in Mecca (Sura 53:19).
- 632). Muhammad was born in Mecca to
Abdullah and Aminah.. He was born into the The story of Muhammad's temporary appeaseQuraysh tribe, which was in control of the city ment of the pagans is a fact of history that is
of Mecca and which acted as the custodian of supported by all Middle East scholars, Western
the Kabah and of the religious worship centred and Muslim.
around it.
Because of the ridicule and fast growing hostilMuhammad's father died before he was born,
and his mother died while he was still young.
He was sent to live with his rich grandparents,
who later sent him to live with a wealthy uncle,
who in turn passed him on to a poor uncle who
raised him as well as he could.
According to the biographers and early Muslim traditions, no outstanding achievements
were accomplished by Muhammad in his early
life. He was a normal Arab boy who enjoyed
talking with those who traveled in the caravans. He loved to explore the desert and particularly the caves. According to the early
Muslim traditions, the young pagan Muhammad experienced different visions. There is a
trustworthy account in which Muhammad
claimed that a heavenly being had split open
his stomach, stirred his insides around, and
then sewed him back up! (Sura 94:1).

ity, Muhammad eventually fled to medina, a
town 250 miles away from Mecca, in AD 622.
This event is called hijra by the Muslims and
marks the beginning of the Muslim era and
calendar.
While at Medina, Muhammad planned and organized the spread of his new religion. The only
powerful method he could use was that of violence in the name of Allah - the jihad. This jihad
was so successful, despite so many oppositions,
that at Muhammad's death in AD 632 half of the
Arabic world had become Muslim, and by AD
750 the Muslims had conquered the Persian and
large parts of the Byzantine empires. Muhammad based his new religion at Mecca.
IV. The Law of Islam

The law of Islam is called the Sharia, which
means the path of a waiting place. For the
Muslims it is revealed/derived from four sourcMuhammad's life was uneventful as a young
es, which are:
man. At the age of 25 he was tending a caravan. The woman who owned it was 15 years I. The Quran, supposed to have been revealed
older than he was and a widow. She fell in love by an angel to Muhammad.
with him and married him. Together they had II. The Hadith, a record of words and deeds of
two sons, though both died young, and had Muhammad by his relatives and friends;
four daughters. After he married the wealthy
widow, Muhammad lived a life of leisure and III. The Sunnah, or acts of Muhammad;
his duties were limited to running the family IV. The Ijma, consensus of the Muslim comstand in the market.
munity or of its leading scholars.
At the age of 40 Muhammad experienced once V. The Beliefs of Islam (Aqa'ed)
again a visitation. As a result of his religious
experience, he ultimately claimed that Allah The beliefs of Islam, according to the Qu’ran
had called him to be a prophet and an apostle. and Muslim traditions are six:
It must be pointed out that there was no tradi- I. Belief in Allah
tion of being a "prophet" or "apostle" in ArabiII. Belief in the prophets
an religion.
According to Muslim traditions, an angel of III. Belief in the day of Judgment (therefore
Allah called Gabriel appeared to Muhammad belief in heaven and hell);
to reveal the Qu’ran, which was supposed to IV. Belief in the revealed books;
have been written by Allah from eternity. But
V. Belief in the angels;
it was revealed to Muhammad in parts. There
are no human authors of the Qu’ran. Allah VI. Belief in fate or providence.
speaks through the angel Gabriel to man, and
man is the receiver and not the originator of the
Qu’ran.
Muhammad at first shared his call only with
the family and friends in secret. Indeed, his
first converts were some members of his own
family. But soon his message became public,
and he became subject to ridicule and hostility
by the population at large and even by members of his own family. At one point the hostility against Muhammad was such that people in

Every Muslim must believe and
profess these beliefs. If any Muslim renounces Islam or becomes
an apostate, he will be liable to the
greatest punishment, death.

VI. The obligations of Islam
Every Muslim is bound to observe the following obligations:
I. Belief in the oneness of Allah and his
prophet Muhammad;
II. Offering of daily prayers;
III. Almsgiving;
IV. Observing the fast of Ramadan (30 days);
V. Performing hajj [pilgrimage] to the Kabah
in Mecca once in a lifetime, if possible.
Every Muslim is obliged to pray 5 times a
day. He has to choose a mosque for prayers, if
not he should turn towards the direction of
Mecca from wherever he is. The prayer always begins with a profession of faith in
Allah, which is: "La ilaha illÁllah wa Muhammad rasul Allah - there is no God but
Allah and Muhammad is his messenger."
The Qu’ran has to be read daily, at least a
chapter, and it has to be read in Arabic. There
is also a rosary prayer called the tabih, which
contains 100 beads. A Muslim has to say this
at least once a day if he can, saying "All glory
and praise be to Allah and thanks to him. All
glory and praise be to Allah, the great".
The preferable and most suitable place of
prayer is a mosque. Neither a woman nor a
non-Muslim are allowed inside. According to
Islam they would defile it. Before entering a
mosque a Muslim must perform the ritualistic
ablution prescribed by the Qu’ran. If he finds
himself in the middle of the desert at the time
of prayer he should cleanse himself with
desert sand.
Friday is sacred for the Muslims and it is the
best of all days according to Muslim traditions. For on a Friday, according to Islam,
Adam was created by God, expelled from
Paradise and was readmitted. The Day of
Judgment will be on a Friday. Muhammad
too, according to Islamic tradition, was born
on a Friday. So Friday is a day of prayer and
good works for the Muslims.
According to the Qu’ran Friday is so great and
excellent that even the fire of hell, which is
stirred up every day at noon, won't be stirred
up on Friday because of its excellence. The
Qu’ran clearly states the existence of heaven
and hell. Heaven is represented in a very
materialistic, sensual and human way. Also,
heaven is promised to those Muslims who
would fight in the jihad and die in it.
It never ceases to amaze us that many modern
Muslims feel that they have the perfect right
and freedom to criticize the Bible as being
corrupt and contradictory but whenever anyone dares to criticize the Qu’ran along the
same lines, they label this as rude, offensive
and blasphemous! What Muslims must understand is that if they have the freedom to criticize the Bible, then other people have the
same freedom to criticize the Qu’ran. Any
religion which refuses to allow people to examine its sacred book using the normal rules
of research and logic evidently has something
to hide.
Continued on p.6
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Catholics & Islam… Continued from p.5
Though there are many aspects of Islam that
can be proved to be illogical and contradictory,
we are going to take just one very important
aspect, that is, the Qu’ran. Since the Qu’ran
claims to be free of all error as proof of its
inspiration in Sura 85:21,22, the presence of
just one error in the Qu’ran is enough to cast
serious doubt on that claim. Throughout his
early ministry, Muhammad constantly appealed to the Old and New Testament Scriptures as the basis and standard by which his
teachings should be judged. He would say that
if you wanted to know whether he was speaking the truth, go to the people of the Book and
ask them to look in their Scriptures to see
whether or not what he was saying was true
(Suras 2 to 13, 16 to 17, 20 to 21, 23,25, to 26,
28 to 29, 32, 34 to 35, 39 to 48, etc.)
The Bible must be the standard, which judges
all new revelations including the Qu’ran itself.
This is simply a point of chronology. Muhammad came 600 years after Jesus Christ. The
Qu’ran thus comes after the completion of the
New Testament. The Qu’ran itself claims that
it is a continuation of the Bible and it will not
contradict it (Sura 2:136). What this means
logically is that whenever the Bible and the
Qu’ran have a conflict or contradiction, the
Qu’ran must give way, not the Bible. This is
particularly true when the text of the Qu’ran
contradicts the text of the Bible. The Muslims’
position is that the same God (Allah) revealed
the Bible and the Qu’ran. Thus the Qu’ran
should never contradict the Bible; otherwise
Allah would be contradicting himself. According to Muhammad there will be no conflict
between the Bible and the Qu’ran. Why? The
Qu’ran must agree with the older revelations
because they all supposedly came from the
same God.
On the one hand, if the Muslim rejects the
Bible, he must also reject the Qu’ran because
it appeals to the Bible as God's word. On the
other hand, if he accepts the Bible, he still must
reject the Qu’ran because it contradicts the
Bible. Either way, the Qu’ran loses. It must
also be pointed out that the Muslims argue that
the Qu’ran must be perfect because it would
preserve his word infallibly. Yet if God failed
to do this for the Bible, as they claim, why
should he do this for the Qu’ran?
With these few introductory words, we will
now proceed to a critical examination of the
Qu’ran. Since the Qu’ran has so many problems, we will limit ourselves to some of the
most obvious.
1. How many Days of Creation?
The very first problem in the Qu’ran concerns
the number of days it took God to create the
world. When you add up all the days mentioned in Sura 41:9,10,12, the Qu’ran says that
it took God eight days to create the world.

2. Mistakes about Abraham.
The Qu’ran makes many errors concerning Abraham.
I) The Qu’ran says that Abraham's father's
name was Azar (Sura 14:37) but the bible says
his name was Thare.
II) He did not live and worship in the valley of
Mecca (Sura 14:37) but in Hebron according to
the Bible.
III) It was his son Isaac [whom] he went to
sacrifice and not Ismael as the Qu’ran says
(Sura 37:100 -112).

IV) He did not build the Kabah, even though
the Quran says so in Sura 2:2125 - 127
V) He was not thrown into a fire by Nimrod as
the Qu’ran claims in Suras 21:68,69 and 9:69.
3. Mistakes about Moses.
The Quran contains many errors concerning
Moses.
I) It was not Pharaoh's wife who adopted Moses
as the Qu’ran claims in Sura 28:8,9. It was
actually Pharaoh's daughter (Exodus 2:5).
II) The Qu’ran says that Haman lived in Egypt
during the time of Moses and worked for Pharaoh building the tower of Babel (Suras 28:38;
29:39; 40:23, 24,36,37). But Haman (Aman) actually lived in Persia and was in the service of
King Assuerus. See the book of Esther for
details. This is a very serious error as it not only
contradicts the bible but secular history as well.
III) Crucifixion was not used in the time of
Pharaoh although the Qu’ran says so in Sura
7:124.
4. Self contradictions.
The Qu’ran contradicts itself in many ways.
Since the Quran claims in Sura 39:23, 28 to be
free from all contradictions, just one contradiction is sufficient to show that it is not God's
word.
I) The Qu’ran gives four conflicting accounts
of Muhammad's reception of the Qu’ran:
- We are first told that Allah came to Muhammad in the form of a man and that Muhammad
saw him (Suras 53:2-18, 81:19-24).
- Then we are told that it was the "Holy Spirit"
who came to Muhammad (Suras 16:102; 26:192194).

- Later on, the Quran says that the angels were
the ones who came down to Muhammed (Sura
15:6-8).

- The last and most popular version is that it
was the angel Gabriel who delivered the Quran
to Muhammed (Sura 2:97).

II) In Suras 2:58 and 7:161 the same quotation
is given with conflicting wording. This is one
of many such examples of this problem. The
But it took only six days according to the presence of conflicting wording is important
Bible. Thus the Qu’ran begins its contradiction because the Muslims claims that the Quran is
of the Bible in the very first chapter of the absolutely perfect even in its quotations.
Bible. Not only that. The Qu’ran contradicts III) At first Muhammad told his followers to
itself in Suras 7:54 & 10:3 where it says that it face Jerusalem in prayer. Then he told them
took Allah six days to create world. No-one since God was everywhere they could face any
can ignore this double contradiction of the way they wanted. Then he changed his mind yet
bible and of the Qu’ran in the Qu’ran itself.
again and directed them to pray toward Mecca
(Sura 2:115 Versus 2:114). Many scholars be-

lieve that the changes in direction were dependant on whether he was trying to please
the Jews or Pagans.
IV) The fact that Judaism and Christianity
broke up into different sects was used in the
Qu’ran to prove that they were not of God
(Suras 30:30-32; 42:13-16). Yet Islam itself has
broken up into many warring sects and therefore cannot be true if the Qu’ran is right.
5. Convenient Relations.
The Qu’ran contains convenient relations for
the personal gain or pleasure of Muhammad:When Muhammad wanted his adopted son's
wife, he suddenly got a revelation from Allah
declaring it is permissible to take another
man's wife (Sura 33:36-39).
When he wanted more wives or wanted to
stop his wives quarrelling, he got a quick
revelation for it (Sura 33:28 -34). Eventually
Allah had to put an end to Muhammad's love
for woman (Sura 33:52).
When people bothered him at his house, he
received convenient revelations setting up
rules concerning when to visit him and when
not to bother him (Sura 33:53 -58, 29:62-63;
49:1-5).

6. Mistakes about the Holy Trinity
The Qu’ran contains many errors about what
Christians believe and practice. One of the
most significant is that the Qu’ran misrepresents the Christian doctrine of the Trinity.
Muhammad thought that Christians worshipped three gods: the Father, the Mother
(Mary) and the Son (Jesus) - Sura 5:73-75;116.
The Arabic text of the Quran condemns those
who say, "Allah is the third of three," that is
to say Allah is only one of three gods! But
many Muslim scholars mistranslate Sura 5:73
to read: "They do blaspheme who say: God is
one of three in a Trinity." The words "in a
Trinity" are not in the Arabic text!
If Muhammad was the prophet of the same
God as that of Jesus why such a contradiction
and confusion in the Word of God about the
Holy Trinity revealed in the Bible by the same
God?
Because of this error on the Holy Trinity the
Quran also contains many errors concerning
the nature, personality and mission of Jesus
Christ. For the Muslims the concept that God
begot a Son immediately implies a sexual act.
This extreme reaction to Christ's eternal Son
ship is both unnecessary and unfounded. The
phrase "only begotten" does not refer to a
physical generation but to a special divine
relationship with the Father, [a] unique relationship to Him. Christians use words like
"generation" and "procession" in a filial and
relational sense, not in a carnal and physical
sense.

Continued on p.7
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Catholics & Islam… Continued from p.6
7. Mistakes about the Blessed Virgin Mary

borrowed from Jews and the Christians.

The Quran contains many errors concerning
the Mother of the Saviour:

This irrefutable fact casts to the ground the Muslim claim that Islam was revealed from heaven. It
is no surprise, therefore, that we have to conclude
along with the Middle East Scholars that Allah is
not God, Muhammad was not his prophet, and the
Qu’ran is not the Word of God. "In the beginning
was the Word, and the Word was with God; and
the Word was God. He was in the beginning with
God" (John 1:1-2).

I) Her father’s name was not Imram (Sura
66:12).

II) She did not give birth to Jesus under a
palm tree but in a stable (Sura 19:22 versus
Luke 2:1-20).

III) Muhammad confused the mother of Jesus
with the Mary who was the sister of Moses
and Aaron (Sura 19:27 -28).
8. Islam lowers the status of woman.
The Qu’ran accords a lower status for women
than for men. Men can marry many wives
(polygamy) but women cannot marry many
husbands (polyandry). The Qu’ran explicitly
affords men the right to divorce their wives
but does not accord any right to women,
claiming "men have a degree of advantage
over them" (Sura 2:228). Muslim women must
wear a veil, stand behind their husbands, and
kneel behind them in prayer. Finally, according to the Qu’ran, men can even beat their
wives (Sura 4:34).
9. Carnal Heaven.
The Qu’ran promises a heaven full of wine
and free sex (Suras 2:25; 4:57; 11:23; 47:15). If
drunkenness and gross immorality is sinful on
earth, how is it right in Paradise? The Qu’ran's
picture of paradise is exactly what the seventh-century pagan Arabs and Persians have
thought about it. The carnal concept of heaven
of beautiful women and wine is in direct conflict with the spirituality and holiness of the
biblical concept of heaven (Apocalypse 22:1217).

10. No Originals.
Muslim scholars claim that the original manuscript of the Qu’ran is still in existence. But
we ask. "Where is it?" The Shorter Encyclopedia of Islam comments: "One thing is certain and is openly recognized by tradition,
namely, that there was not in existence any
collection of revelations in a final form, because, as long as he (Muhammad) was alive,
new revelations were being added to the earlier ones."
It is clear therefore, that the bones, stones,
palm leaves, tree bark, etc. which contained
some of the material which Muhammad spoke
after his seizures were gathered together after
his death. It is also a fact that none of these
things are in existence today. They have all
long since been lost or perished.
On each occasion that we challenged a Muslim apologist to tell us the place where the
"original" manuscript of the Qu’ran was
stored, he stated that he did not know where it
was but that he was sure it existed because it
had to. Such an argument is worse than no
argument at all.
In conclusion, therefore, we must say that
every ritual and belief in Islam can be traced
back to pre-Islamic pagan Arabian culture.
Muhammad did not preach anything new.
Everything he taught had been believed and
practiced in Arabia long before he was ever
born. Even the idea of "only one God" was
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Irish Priest:
If Only…
Media Monitor
A priest in Co Cavan has received a fine,
understood to be €500, for celebrating mass with
people present. Fr PJ Hughes in Mullahoran was
given the fixed penalty notice after being reported
to Gardaí.
Under Level 5 restriction, places of worship are to
remain closed except for private prayer. Writing
in [his]parish bulletin, Fr Hughes said he had been
"reported again" and had been issued a fine
because he celebrated Mass with people present.
Ed: and who is doing the “reporting again”? Give me
about 5 minutes behind closed doors with this nut and
he/she will be ending their career as a Government spy
by reporting to the nearest chemist to purchase some
headache pills.

"I will exercise my constitutional right even though
people are complaining, even though I am not
obeying my bishop when I go against his advice,"
he wrote.
Ed: Father, it’s great that the Irish Constitution gives
you such rights but we are under God’s command to
worship him - we have a duty to do so, which is why we
can claim the right. I’m sure you know this, but the
politicians and their supporters need the odd reminder.
Consider this a very odd reminder…

The Cavan priest said he does not accept the
"negative message" from the Government and
health officials which he said is telling people to
stray away from Jesus: "Life has become burdened
by restrictions, health officials telling us to wear
masks and not to go to the church in case we catch
the virus," Fr Hughes wrote.

And making a whip of cords, he drove
them all out of the temple, with the
sheep and oxen. And he poured out the
coins of the money-changers and the
tables he overthrew. (John 2:15)

He went on to say that restrictions have
turned people against each other and that he
is not obliged to challenge people who
choose not to wear a mask. Fr Hughes said
the choice to wear or not wear a mask is a
constitutional right that shouldn't be taken
from people.
Ed: all very well said. It’s nobody’s business
whether or not we wear a mask. I had occasion
to visit a police station recently (say nothing) and
the masked officer on duty said not a word to me
about being unmasked. Yet, Susie-Spy feels she
has the right to pry. Gerragrip.

In the lengthy address, Fr Hughes went on
to say: "If Christians were as determined to
spread the message that Christ is our Saviour
as they are to challenge others for not
obeying restrictions laid down by this
government then we would be on the right
track… May we recognize God's mercy and
be drawn to him rather than be obsessed by
regulations and restrictions."
Ed: absolutely spot on. Well said!

Speaking about Holy Week celebrations,
which will begin next Sunday, the priest said
it is hard to believe that for a second year
people can't come to the church to take part.
Fr Hughes said people were making a grave
mistake by "rejecting" God by following the
current restrictions and staying away from
the church.
Ed: Source: The First Commandment.
The above extracts are taken from an article
published in The Irish Examiner, entitled
‘Leaders are telling us to stray from Jesus',
says priest after being fined for breaking
restrictions, 21/3/21.

Is Covid Response Worst
Kind of “Irish Joke”?
We asked Martin Blackshaw, Edinburgh, to
check out the Irish statistics…
Ireland has a population of just under 5 million,
of which 238,000 are said to have had COVID,
of which 4,700 are said to have died. The
mortality rate therefore works out at 0.094% of
the Irish population and under 2% of those said
to have been infected, a miniscule number
whatever way you look at it, even lower than
Scotland. In other words, there's no killer virus in
Ireland.
… Ireland's suspected COVID mortality rate is
only one third of Scotland's on roughly the same
population. The SNP says 15,000 have died,
Ireland says under 5,000 for them. Shows the lies
for what they are.
…Furthermore, an estimated 70 million people
die in the world each year from various causes so
COVID deaths, standing at 2.9 million, works out
at around 4% of that 70 million annual death toll
and a mere 0.3% of the global population of 8
billion. In other words, equivalent to a bad flu
year, assuming their COVID figures are accurate!
Ed: so, yes, the treatment of Fr Hughes really is
a joke - except it’s not funny…

Christ would act similarly today,
on seeing our churches
desecrated with government
warning tape, hand-sanitizer and
faithless mask-wearing…
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Your Letters
I expect by now you’ve seen the unspeakable
‘sketch” about God raping Our Lady (see
enclosed cuttings). If anyone had any doubts
beforehand that we most probably are in the
first stages of the Apocalypse in preparation for
the coming of Anti-Christ, then they can have
no doubt now, also given the worldwide
immorality, anti-Christian propaganda and the
breakdown of civilisation etc.
Ed: we published a homily by Fr Seán Mulligan on
the scandal of the RTE blasphemous broadcast in the
March newsletter. Although your letter is dated Jan,
it did not reach us in time for publication.

I was very sad when I heard President Biden
using his Catholic faith in his speeches so often,
when I know this man is using it to project
himself as a good Christian. The fact is, he is
picking and choosing what suits him in the
Catholic faith, especially on his policy of
abortion, and uninformed Catholics will think
it’s OK, because President Biden says so.
I fear there is more bad example to come from
him in future. Anne Casey, Glasgow
Your latest [March] CT was most interesting. I
liked, particularly, your front cover article - very
true, and makes one think: “Time Flies - Eternity
Awaits.” I would like to give two parish priests
whom I often contact, a copy, if you can spare
any. George Mills, Glasgow

Regarding the warning from senior churchmen
that Catholics must refuse the Covid-19
vaccines tainted by abortion, I fail to
understand why none of the pro-life
organisations I’m in contact with over here Ed: I explained to Mr Mills, who is a long-time valued
make any mention of this satanic fact. I’ve just reader and supporter of our apostolate, that we
written to one of them and await a reply.
stopped sending the newsletter to every priest (and
Ed: Unfortunately, the one “senior churchmen” who
is most widely quoted by those keen to take the
vaccine, is Pope Francis, who, shockingly, has given
the green light. For the record, while it should be
self-evident to any Catholic that benefiting from the
evil industry of abortion is totally unacceptable, my
own reason for deciding to refuse the vaccine is quite
simply that I do not want to be a part of this particular
social and medical experiment - “social” because
those who rule over us are watching to see just now
unquestioningly we will obey and “medical” because
this is a rushed vaccine, which, by definition cannot
have been properly tested. So, “thanks but no thanks”
was my message to the Scottish Government when I
rang to cancel the appointment they had sent me,
unsolicited, by post.
There is a lot of fully informed commentary on our
blog about the vaccine issues - we recommend you
browse thoroughly at https://catholictruthblog.com
[Finally], what a wonderful, saintly and inspired
person Robert McGlame was! And how fantastic that
you knew each other and how he recognised in you
the person to pass on his writings [for publication].
Ed: well, to be honest, at that time we were living in
a free country and would meet after Sunday Mass in
our church tearoom for a cuppa and a chat, so it
wasn’t really a case of his Guardian Angel pointing
me out! He’d been a CT reader for a long time - still,
thank you for your praise of Bobby which is truly well
deserved. May he rest in peace.

bishop) in Scotland back when we published our 100th
edition. In the spirit of “not casting pearls” and
“shaking the dust”, therefore, I did not send Mr Mills
any extra copies of the newsletter; I did send him two
photocopies of the front page article, which is really
what he wanted his priest-friends to read, so I would
ask readers to simply photocopy anything which you
would like any priest to read, at the same time
explaining to them why I think it’s pointless providing
them with copies of the newsletter - which, in any case,
is available to read in full online. And, credible
sources tell me that many, if not all, of them do!

Wishing you all a very happy and holy Easter.
Let’s hope for a better “second half” now that
the “magic” vaccine has finally arrived. My
husband and I will be “jabbed” on March, 27th.
What an interesting March issue # 122, now
re-reading. Catholic Truth sure has some “oddthinking” priests and bishops. However,
Scotland can’t claim them all, as there’s quite a
few here in Canada, too. We need to pray even
more it seems before Lucifer snares them all oremus!

The article about St John Ogilvie brought back
happier days since I taught at Blessed John
Ogilvie (now Saint) before coming to Canada.
I must visit this Church when I return to
Patricia Shepherd, Republic of Ireland
Scotland next year, 2022. We sure need more
President Biden's position on Life Issues is well priests and shepherds like him today - enough
said!
documented. He is NOT a Catholic.
Will the Bishops' Conference of Scotland allow I have ordered the book by Mark Fellows about
him to receive Our Lord at their planned Sister Lucia, Apostle of Mary. Not impressed
so far by Trump’s successor - maybe he’ll
Delegates' Mass? We hope not.
improve with time! Oremus!
http://www.flourishnewspaper.co.uk
Leighton Fraser by email
Also enjoyed the articles by Fr David Sherry, St
Alphonsus Liquouri and Robert McGlame.
Ed: For commentary on this issue, See p.11
Looking forward to the next [May] issue of CT.
Living through part of our purgatory these
days can prove very trying. We need all the
blessings we can get this Easter, and pray for
a miracle! Oremus! Claire Conlon, Dunoon

Hope my donation helps to keep CT going
forever. Yours in St Joseph, Cecilia M.
Caughey, Canada
Ed: your very generous donation will help to keep CT
going forever, and ever! God bless you. However, we
don’t want the crisis in the Church to last that long,
so let’s increase our prayers for a faithful pontiff who
will consecrate Russia to Our Lady’s Immaculate
heart - urgently. Our Lady of Fatima, pray for us!

I am surprised that [the March issue] said
nothing about Canon Tom White’s having
taken the first step in a legal challenge to the
ban on public worship in Scotland. He
appeared to be unaware of the judicial review
being brought by an assortment of Protestant
clergy. I assume he is Catholic enough to hold
aloof from ecumenical activities so he has
much to commend him to readers. H.J. LawThompson, Leics
Ed: never be surprised if we fail to include every
item of news in any one edition. Mission impossible.
In fact, we discussed Canon White’s proposed legal
challenge on our blog when it was breaking news.
He was supported in his attempt by the manifestly
ecumenical ADF International, and when he failed
to reach his “crowdfunding” financial target, his
“aloofness” (if it ever existed) disappeared and he
joined the Protestant clergy - who are to be
congratulated on taking this initiative.

The article on Church & State by Fr David
Sherry (March) was really helpful. Thanks for
that!
E.Wilkinson, N. Lanarkshire
The angels and saints in heaven are as appalled
as we are at the state of the Church and the
world today but, unlike us, they can plainly see
Who is in charge and, in spite of appearances,
has the situation under His power.
The wreckers of this world (and lukewarm
Catholics) are already in darkness and, unless
they repent and amend, are heading,
eventually, into Hell itself. The Bible has many
reassurances to give us a firm hope; Psalm 36
should be pondered at length - vs.1,2: “Be not
emulous of evil-doers… for they shall wither
away as grass.” Jim Allen, England

NOTICES
Sincere gratitude to everyone
who donated to our funds
following the March edition. We
are, as ever, deeply impressed
and touched by your generosity.
And, as always, a special
word of gratitude to our Standing
Order / PayPal donors because these
regular donations very much help us with
our planning. Thank you.
For whosoever shall give you to
drink a cup of water in My name,
because you belong to Christ:
amen I say to you, he shall not
lose his reward. (Mark 9:40)

Write to…
Catholic Truth,
PO Box 30017
Glasgow,
G67 9FS
Email
editor@catholictruthscotland.com

Please make cheques payable to
‘Catholic Truth’.

Following our 100th edition, the UK & Irish Bishops plus the Pope and Prefects of every Vatican Congregation were removed from our mailing list, so
they no longer routinely receive this publication. No Pope, Bishop, or Vatican Prefect has ever contacted us to correct anything, despite our standing
invitation to do so over a period of years now, in accordance with their duty under Canon Law # 823. Readers may, therefore, be confident that our
publication contains nothing that is contrary to Catholic Faith or Morals.
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Up-to-Date Science Explodes Myths About Vaccines… Continued from p.3
Miss Acker, who holds a Master of Science
degree from Catholic University of America,
was involved in biological research at
Washington University in St. Louis. She also
conducted research in vaccine delivery. Her
book, published by the Kolbe Center for the
Study of Creation, was apparently already sold
out when we first heard of Miss Acker in an
excellent video that we have talked about on
this page before [Ed: Tradidu et Accepi blog]. For
those of you who missed it, here is the very
interesting hour-long Life site video in which
John-Henry Westen interviewed Pamela Acker
in January of 2021:
A Hill Worth Dying on; an Expert Explains how
Aborted Baby Cells Taint Vaccines

In both the book and the interview, Miss Acker
puts to rest the lie concerning the “one or two
aborted babies a long time ago.” She also
touches on the question of whether we have
really made any advances against the medical
research/vaccine industry reliance on stem
cells from murdered babies. In other words,
have we succeeded in significantly reducing
fetal stem cell tissue in vaccine development
(as promoted by the PAL — and SSPX —
positions) over these last fifteen years? Has
this pie-in-the-sky idea that we can temporarily
accept abortion-tainted vaccines as long as we
make our objections known to vaccine
developers caused these scoundrels to seek
morally acceptable alternatives? Absolutely
not!
Countless more babies have been brutally
murdered, and at least one new major stem cell
line has been introduced. Pamela Acker’s
responses to Mr. Westen in the Lifesite
interview gives us a peek into the nefarious
misdeeds of the research/vaccine industry.
“Fetal cell lines” actually consist of tissue from
scores, if not hundreds, of murdered babies.
Miss Acker tells us that it is a blatant lie, for
example, that “cell line” HEK-293, which was
used in both the testing and development of
the Pfizer and Moderna COVID-19 vaccines,
was from just one baby girl who was killed in
1973. Miss Acker makes it crystal clear that
the “293” stands for “. . . the 293rd experiment
that this particular researcher did to develop a
cell line. . . for 293 experiments, you need far
more than one abortion. . . we’re talking
probably 100s of abortions.”

These amazing revelations are what caused us
to order Pamela Acker’s book. What we
discovered as we worked our way through her
expertly written text was that the science that
we thought we knew from our high school
and college biology classes is no longer
considered scientifically sound. Additionally,
Miss Acker is not afraid to raise issues that
may seem to some as too controversial. For
example, on pages 8 & 9 of her book, she
raises the point that we made on this page on

January 30 regarding what we view as
unnecessary mass vaccination. Under the
subtitle of “Vaccination, or Sanitation?”, Miss
Acker refers to an illuminating book by Dr.
Suzanne Humphries, M.D., and Roman
Bystrianyk, entitled Dissolving Illusions, in
which the authors provide strong evidence that
“death rates in the major vaccine-preventable
diseases were dropping long before the
introduction of the vaccines.”

Pamela Acker is
not someone
giving her opinion
- she has done her
homework. She
knows what she is
talking about…
This, again, is what we have previously written
on this page. If you missed it, here is the link to
the “Learn the Risk” website, which has indepth graphs to support the contention of not
only Miss Acker, but the authors of the book she
cited:
Did diseases decline because of vaccines? Not according
to history

Miss Acker takes us through a thorough
discussion of the immune system, with welcome
graphics, making clear that rapid advances in
scientific understanding of the immune system
have caused scientists to re-evaluate certain
concepts that were once believed to be “settled”
science.
For example, in our former biology courses
(admittedly, decades ago), we were taught that
antibodies equaled immunity. Miss Acker
disabuses us of that notion, and clearly shows
that “antibodies do not equal immunity (page
15).” Then, on pages 21 through 23, she shows
us how not “all vaccinations are equal.”
It is interesting to see how so many myths that
have been perpetuated about vaccines over the
last several decades are simply not true. In
fairness, some of the data and information that
have proved these myths wrong are based on
more recent research. But that is the beauty of
Pamela Acker’s book: she provides us with the
most up-to-date scientific understanding, while
supporting her information with 379 footnoted
references through the entire course of her
book. This is not someone giving her opinions;
Miss Acker did her homework, and she is
well-versed in what she is discussing.

experience, as well as from moral
theologians whom she quotes and further
references, that “permission to vaccinate
with aborted-fetal-derived vaccines stands in
direct contradiction to sound moral principles
and it is difficult to see how this permission
is justified.” She is convinced, as we are,
that by continuing to accept abortion-tainted
vaccines, we are only creating a demand for
the illicit and immoral supply.
At only 85 pages, including the index, this
short book by Pamela Acker is essential
reading for not just those wishing to wade into
the waters of the liceity of abortion-tainted
vaccines, but also for any Catholic parent or
grandparent who faces the prospect of their
children or grandchildren facing prophylactic
inoculation in general, and vaccines of dubious
morality in particular. We are grateful to
Pamela Acker for having the courage of her
convictions to leave the vaccine research
world, and to write such a thought-provoking
book. We strongly recommend that you order
it today and read it right away.
https://www.kolbecenter.org/product/vaccination-acatholic-perspective/

In summary, to return to Father’s question to
us months ago about why now — we must
educate ourselves on the evils of our time, and
as we become more knowledgeable about the
tragic truth of abortion-tainted vaccines, we
must put our Catholic Faith into action. It is
time for us to say “no more” to these ghoulish
vaccine and pharmaceutical developers who
profit from the slaughter of innocent children
— souls that will be denied the Beatific Vision
for eternity.
We can and must stop creating the demand for
the products of these diabolical agents. It
should have happened years ago; may God
have mercy on us for taking so long to finally
find our Catholic sensus fidei and backbones
to speak up now!
Tony & Vicki Ambrosetti have four children
and nine grandchildren. They have lived in
Post Falls, Idaho, USA since Tony retired
from his duties as a U.S. Navy officer in 1993.
You can read the above article on their blog
-Tradidi Quod et Accepi - at the following link
https://aaambrosetti.wordpress.com/2021/03/21/abor
tion-tainted-vaccines-contributing-to-thedemand/comment-page-1/#comment-24

Pamela Acker touches on the disturbing fact
that vaccination in general is rooted in the
medical community’s “modern understanding
of evolution.” She also provides a very
interesting glimpse into the safety of vaccines.
For us, however, the most compelling chapter
of Miss Acker’s work is entitled “the Morality
of Vaccination,” beginning on page 57. The
section in which she discusses “vaccines and
abortion” is worth reading over and over,
given the current confusion among Catholics
regarding the moral liceity of accepting
abortion-tainted vaccines. A loyal daughter of
Holy Mother Church, she draws the
conclusion from her scientific knowledge and
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Thinking Through Catholic Truth
“I have come to Scotland to unteach heresy and to save souls”

Our Lady in the Gospel
To mark the Month of Mary, extracts from
A Sermon of Cardinal Saint John Henry Newman

There is a passage in the Gospel which may
have struck many of us as needing some
illustration. While our Lord was preaching, a
woman in the crowd cried out, "Blessed is the
womb that bore Thee and the breasts which
Thou hast sucked" (Luke 11). Our Lord assents,
but instead of dwelling on the good words of
this woman, He goes on to say something
further. He speaks of a greater blessedness.
"Yea," He says, "but blessed are they who hear
the word of God and keep it." Now these words
of our Lord require notice, if it were only for
this reason, because there are many persons
nowadays who think they are said in
depreciation of the glory and blessedness of the
Most Holy Virgin Mary; as if our Lord had said,
"My Mother is blessed, but my true servants
are more blessed than she is." I shall say some
words then on this passage, and with a peculiar
fitness, because we have just passed the festival
of Lady Day, the great feast on which we
commemorate the Annunciation, that is, the
visit of the Angel Gabriel to her, and the
miraculous conception of the Son of God, her
Lord and Saviour, in her womb.
Now a very few words will be sufficient to
show that our Lord's words are no
disparagement to the dignity and glory of His
Mother, as the first of creatures and the Queen
of all Saints. For consider, He says that it is a
more blessed thing to keep His commandments
than to be His Mother, and do you think that
the Most Holy Mother of God did not keep the
commandments of God? Of course no one, no
Protestant even—no one will deny she did.
Well, if so, what our Lord says is that the
Blessed Virgin was more blessed in that she
kept His commandments than because she was
His Mother. And what Catholic denies this? On
the contrary we all confess it. All Catholics
confess it. The Holy Fathers of the Church tell
us again and again that our Lady was more
blessed in doing God's will than in being His
Mother. She was blessed in two ways. She was
blessed in being His Mother; she was blessed
in being filled with the spirit of faith and
obedience. And the latter blessedness was the
greater. I say the Holy Fathers say so expressly.
St. Augustine says, "More blessed was Mary in
receiving the faith of Christ, than in receiving
the flesh of Christ." In like manner St. Elizabeth
says to her at the Visitation, "Beata es quae
credidisti, Blessed art thou who didst believe";
and St. Chrysostom goes so far as to say that
she would not have been blessed, even though
she had borne Christ in the body, unless she had
heard the word of God and kept it.
Now I have used the expression "St.
Chrysostom goes so far as to say," not that it is
not a plain truth. I say, it is a plain truth that the
Blessed Virgin would not have been blessed,
though she had been the Mother of God, if she

had not done His will, but it is an extreme thing
to say, for it is supposing a thing impossible, it
is supposing that she could be so highly
favoured and yet not be inhabited and possessed
by God's grace, whereas the Angel, when he
came, expressly hailed her as full of grace. "Ave,
gratia plena." The two blessednesses cannot be
divided. (Still it is remarkable that she herself
had an opportunity of contrasting and dividing
them, and that she preferred to keep God's
commandments to being His Mother, if she
could not have both.) She who was chosen to be
the Mother of God was also chosen to be gratia
plena, full of grace.

Our Lord says that
the Blessed Virgin
was more blessed in
that she kept His
commandments than
because she was His
Mother…
This you see is an explanation of those high
doctrines which are received among Catholics
concerning the purity and sinlessness of the
Blessed Virgin. St. Augustine will not listen to
the notion that she ever committed sin, and the
Holy Council of Trent declares that by special
privilege she through all her life avoided all,
even venial sin. And at this time you know it is
the received belief of Catholics that she was not
conceived in original sin, and that her
conception was immaculate.
Whence come these doctrines? They come from
the great principle contained in our Lord's words
on which I am commenting. He says, "More
blessed is it to do God's will than to be God's
Mother." Do not say that Catholics do not feel
this deeply—so deeply do they feel it that they
are ever enlarging on her virginity, purity,
immaculateness, faith, humility and obedience.
Never say then that Catholics forget this passage
of Scripture. Whenever they keep the Feast of
the Immaculate Conception, the Purity, or the
like, recollect it is because they make so much
of the blessedness of sanctity.
The woman in the crowd cried out, "Blessed is
the womb and the breasts of Mary." She spoke
in faith; she did not mean to exclude her higher
blessedness, but her words only went a certain
way. Therefore, our Lord completed them. And
therefore, His Church after Him, dwelling on
the great and sacred mystery of His Incarnation,
has ever felt that she, who so immediately
ministered to it, must have been most holy. And
therefore, for the honour of the Son she has ever

St John Ogilvie SJ
Feast: 10 March

extolled the glory of the Mother. As we give
Him of our best, ascribe to Him what is best,
as on earth we make our churches costly and
beautiful; as when He was taken down from
the cross, His pious servants wrapped Him in
fine linen, and laid Him in a tomb in which
never man was laid; as His dwelling place in
heaven is pure and stainless—so much more
ought to be—so much more was—that
tabernacle from which He took flesh, in which
He lay, holy and immaculate and divine. As a
body was prepared for Him, so was the place
of that body prepared also. Before the Blessed
Mary could be Mother of God, and in order to
her being Mother, she was set apart, sanctified,
filled with grace, and made meet for the
presence of the Eternal.
And the Holy Fathers have ever gathered the
exact obedience and the sinlessness of the
Blessed Virgin from the very narrative of the
Annunciation, when she became the Mother
of God. For when the Angel appeared to her
and declared to her the will of God, they say
that she displayed especially four graces,
humility, faith, obedience, and purity. Nay,
these graces were as it were, preparatory
conditions to her being made the minister of
so high a dispensation. So that if she had not
had faith, and humility, and purity, and
obedience, she would not have merited to be
God's Mother. Thus, it is common to say that
she conceived Christ in mind before she
conceived Him in body, meaning that the
blessedness of faith and obedience preceded
the blessedness of being a Virgin Mother. Nay,
they even say that God waited for her consent
before He came into her and took flesh of her.
Just as He did no mighty works in one place
because they had not faith, so this great
miracle, by which He became the Son of a
creature, was suspended till she was tried and
found meet for it—till she obeyed.
Above extracts taken from Cardinal Newman
Reader, Sermon 7. To read the entire sermon,
visit
https://www.newmanreader.org/works/ninesermons/se
rmon7.html

Be it done
unto me,
according
to thy
word.
(Luke 1:38)
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Faith &
Morality
Matters
Your Problems Answered
Aunt Evangeline
Nora from Northern Ireland complains that
her children are effectively being given
encouragement to defy her when they speak to
their priest. She doesn’t want them watching
films with impure scenes or pop videos where
they see immodest dress and dancing and hear
impure lyrics, for example, and she encourages
them to dress modestly and avoid certain
friends. Yet, according to her offspring, their
priest dismisses these concerns as “old
fashioned” which undermines her authority as
a parent. What can she do?
Aunt Evangeline replies…
I would suggest moving to another
parish, but, these days, that’s no
guarantee of spiritual and
moral safety. Even seeking
out so-called traditional
priests is no such guarantee,
either, sadly.

COP26: Scottish Bishops Must Not
Permit Joe Biden to Receive Holy
Communion At Delegates’ Mass…
Staff Reporter
Extracts below From Flourish – official
publication of the Archdiocese of Glasgow.
Is Glasgow set to host Pope’s plea for
planet?
The future of the planet and the welfare of the
world’s inhabitants – these are the issues facing
world leaders as they come to Glasgow later
this year for the UN Climate Change Conference known as COP26. And among them could
be Pope Francis.
Ed: God help us all…

The Holy Father’s concern for ecological issues
is well-known and he has devoted a whole
encyclical to them – Laudato Si. It emerged last
month that consideration was being given to a
possible Papal presence at the talks which are
scheduled for early November at the SEC
(Scottish Exhibition Centre).

The COP26 summit will bring world leaders
including Presidents Biden and Macron together to accelerate action towards the goals of the
Paris Agreement and the UN Framework ConIt is imperative that you take all possible steps vention on Climate Change and is considered
to ensure that your children are not around your the most important such gathering in recent
priest for any length of time, that you remove history due to the enormity of the issues being
discussed.
them from his influence as much as possible.
The majority of priests are not physical or
sexual child abusers. However, “abuse” takes
many forms. There can be no doubt that - as
with the general population today - priests are
exposed to the sex-obsessed societal influences
around us, and thus prey, as are we all, to the
danger of weakness in this area. As we said
during the years when we reported on the
scandal of Archbishop/Cardinal O’Brien’s
support for clergy who regularly - in the media
- dissented in the area of sexual morality, there
has to be something seriously wrong in the
spiritual, religious and personal moral life of
any priest which permits him to lead souls
astray - especially young souls - in these
matters.
Young people exposed to the influences you
mention are at risk of rejecting God and His
Laws. It’s bad enough that the clergy have
abandoned all preaching on purity - a likely
indication of the state of their own minds and
souls - but to actively undermine parental
teaching as this priest appears to do, is
unconscionable. He needs prayers, urgently.
Millstones (Matt 18:6) spring to mind.
None of us should fail to teach about purity
because of our own sinfulness. Indeed, to
paraphrase one of the great saints whose name
escapes me at the moment, if we were
prohibited from that level of hypocrisy which
allows us to speak better than we act, we’d all
have to remain silent!
In short, try to supply for your priest’s lack of
moral compass by encouraging your children
to read - solid spiritual reading available free at
http://www.traditionalcatholic.co/free-catholicbooks/

Speaking to diplomats in the Vatican earlier
this year, the Holy Father explicitly highlighted the importance of the Glasgow summit. He
said he hoped that “the next United Nations
Climate Change Conference to take place in
Glasgow next November, will lead to effective agreement in addressing the consequences of climate change. Now is the time to act,
for we are already feeling the effects of prolonged inaction.”
Ed: Earth to Pope Francis - nowhere, but nowhere,
are we feeling the effects of prolonged inaction
more than in the Catholic Church, which you are
charged to lead with the aim of saving souls for
Christ - not drumming up warriors for daft climate
change activism, for the crackpot purpose of “saving the planet”. Gerragrip. And note carefully - if
a visit to Scotland in November (of any year)
doesn’t cure the climate change brigade of worrying about global warning, nothing will. For sure.
Gerranothergrip! In any event, to repeat, the Scottish Bishops are morally obliged to issue a statement making clear that Joe Biden (and anyone else
publicly adhering to his murderous beliefs) must
not present for Holy Communion. That is, of
course, if “Sleepy Joe” even remembers to attend
the Conference let alone appear at Mass…

Ed: President Biden’s support for abortion up to and
after birth (i.e. infanticide) is a matter of public
record. There must be a crystal clear statement issued by the Scottish Bishops to the effect that he may
not receive Holy Communion if he attends Mass while
on Scottish soil. No ifs, no buts. Canon # 915 speaks
for itself: “Those who obstinately persist in manifest
grave sin, are not to be admitted to Holy Communion.”

Any papal visit would be short and would not
involve public ceremonies or Masses, but rather
a direct intervention by the Holy Father on the
issue of climate change to the assembled.
Ed: Incredible… Imagine a similar revelation about
the Second Coming: Christ will come again, but He
won’t be talking about religion…

The Pope has made these kinds of one day visits
before, when he flew to France to address the
European Parliament in Strasbourg and to Switzerland to mark the 70th anniversary of the
World Council of Churches. Both of these were
one-day round trips.
Ed: To compare Francis’ jaunts with the missionary
trips of the first pope, who travelled for the express
purpose of speaking about Christ and the salvation of
souls, check out the Acts of the Apostles.

All countries signed up to the UN Framework
Convention of Climate Change are entitled to
attend the Glasgow event, including the Holy
See, which has UN observer status. Cardinal
Pietro Parolin, the Vatican’s Secretary of State
and most senior diplomat, has led the Holy
See’s delegations at previous summits.
Ed: Cardinal Zen, the Bishop Emeritus of Hong
Kong offers his assessment of Cardinal Parolin during an interview published on Lifesitenews (LSN)
17/2/20: “…Vatican Secretary of State Cardinal Pietro Parolin, the architect of the Holy See-China deal,
is “not a man of faith.”

Biden completely [forgot] what he
was talking about while answering
a question about the filibuster
earlier Thursday. "I'm going to say
something outrageous," Biden
began. "I have never been
particularly poor at calculating
how to get things done in the
United States Senate."
Fumbling over his words, Biden
continued: "So the best way to get
something done, if you, if you hold
near and dear to you that you like
to be able to."
After a few awkward seconds of
silence, Biden let out an elongated
"Anyway," before changing the
subject. (HEALTH FEARS:
Candace Owens says Biden has
DEMENTIA after ‘losing his
train of thought’ at first press
conference, The Sun, 25/3/21)
Watch Biden’s first press conference
in full on YouTube at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
9W4eEGApBfA
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Lockdown Lunacy:
“Protect the Elderly”
Propaganda in Societies Sympathetic to
Legalising Euthanasia
Kennedy Hall
The extracts below are taken from an article
by Kennedy Hall published on the Fatima
Center website, 18 March, 2021…
The reported deaths of the elderly have caused
sadness and anger amongst the public who
believe it is wrong that they were not
protected. These feelings may be warranted,
but there is a sad irony to this, considering we
live in a society that has either totally accepted
or is on the path to legalization of assisted
suicide/euthanasia. Our societies have
collectively accepted it as ‘dying with dignity’
that an old and sick person should be assisted
in their suicide if they have no ‘quality of life’
left. Yet, we are also told that it is somehow a
tragedy if portions of this same demographic
die a few months before they otherwise would
have, from an apparent virus.
Personally, I believe this is a distraction. And
when I consider the damning public health
numbers, I cannot help but see the demonic
spirit of euthanasia all over the lockdown. If
you dig a little bit, you will find that the elites
and globalists have always been obsessed with
population control and eugenics. I speak about
this at length in a recent video, but the modus
operandi of achieving their goals has always
been to find ways to either kill off the sick and
infirm, or to allow them to die off by other
means.
The motivations fed to the public by mediapropaganda machines can change with time.
Today it is the cause of climate-change and
environmentalism that stokes alarm amongst
those worried about the planet “having too
many people.”[1] This is why we see, on the
one hand, the alarmism about how tragic this
virus has made society; and, on the other hand,
we are told that the slow-down of society has
been beneficial to the environment. The socalled Great Reset initiative is gleefully
exploiting the pandemic narrative in order to
push an environmentalist agenda forward.
All of this is to say that, in my opinion, I
believe the globalists have achieved their goal,
and have done it amid myriad distractions.
They have always desired a culling of the
people who are a ‘drain’ on the system; and
while most people have worried about Chinese
flus and double masking, they have made it so
millions of people worldwide will die from
lack of access to necessary treatments. As with
all things diabolical, the duplicitous nature of
how all of their ultimate evil-end has been
covered up, is quite telling of their
motivations. This has always been a masseuthanasia campaign; it has never been about
a virus.

[1] Consider just this little known statistic. The
entire population of the world could fit into just
two states of the United States and the population
density would only be similar to that of San
Francisco, which is only the 20th most densely
populated city in the USA. There are about 7.6
billion people in the world. Texas (268,597
square miles) and California (163,696 square
miles) have a combined area of 432,293 square
miles. If all the earth’s people were located in
just those two states, the population density
would be 17,580 people per square mile
(compared to San Francisco’s 17,246 people per
square mile).
Kennedy Hall is a Catholic High School teacher,
who writes part-time for various Catholic
publications. The above extracts are taken from his
article Mass Euthanasia Campaign: True End of
the Lockdown, 18 March, 2021, which you can read
in full at www.fatima.org He lives with his wife and
4 children in Stratford, Ontario.

Clergy
Craziness
Continues…
Europe Correspondent
Rome Newsroom, Mar 31, 2021 (Catholic
News Agency). A Catholic diocese in Italy has
described a priest’s refusal to bless palms on
Sunday because of the Vatican’s rejection of
blessings for same-sex unions as
“reprehensible.” Fr. Giulio Mignani, a priest in
the north-western Italian diocese, made
headlines after he refused to bless palm
branches at a Palm Sunday Mass in protest of
the Vatican’s document clarifying that the
Catholic Church does not have the power to
bless same-sex unions. The document, a
“responsum ad dubium,” was issued with Pope
Francis’ approval by the Congregation for the
Doctrine of the Faith (CDF) on March 15. The
CDF explained its reasoning in a note and
accompanying commentary.
The 50-year-old Mignani, pastor of Santa
Caterina Parish in Bonassola, said during his
homily March 28, “if I can’t bless same-sex
couples, then I won’t bless palms and olive
branches either”…
The diocese condemned Mignani’s actions in a
March 29 press release, which said that “the
matter is being assessed in the appropriate
forums, in accordance with current canonical
norms.”

When Irish
Eyes Are
NOT
Smiling
Leprechaun
The “blessing” craziness is manifesting itself
in Ireland as well as in Italy (see column 2).
Here’s the crackpot meanderings of one
“Father” Paddy Byrne published in the Irish
News Extra.ie 30/3/21.
“Fr Paddy Byrne has said that the Catholic
Church’s refusal to allow priests to bless the
union of a same-sex couple – while happily
allowing the blessing of a tractor or a pet – is
‘not Christianity’.
Ed: What a clot! I always ask a priest to bless a
new car, aware of the importance of sacramentals,
and the way I drive, I need all the help I can get.
[Catechism of the Catholic Church, #1671]

However,if my car were a public sinner, I’d think
twice before asking. As I say… What a blockhead!

He is the latest Irish cleric to denounce the
statement issued earlier this month by the
Vatican, saying gay people could be blessed,
but not their unions.
Ed: Readers will nod sagely when they read the
information published online about this priest.
Another media “star” cut from the same cloth as
our former Scots priest “stars” dubbed here as The
Gilhooley and Monaghan Show…
Online: “Fr Paddy Byrne is a curate in Portlaoise
parish in Co. Laois. At the time of his ordination
in 2001, he became the youngest priest in the
Diocese of Kildare and Leighlin…For the past 10
years, he has been a columnist for The Laois and
Carlow Nationalist and a regular contributor to
other local and national media.” [Ed: see what I
mean? Like armed robbers to a bank, these dissident
priests are drawn to publicity…]

He is well-known for his blogging [Ed: I would add
“and baloney”] and social media presence, which he
uses to discuss the issues facing the Church and its
followers. Ends.

Thought for the Day…
We’re not interested in yet another pretend priest
replacing God’s law with his own brand of flexirules. Let them keep their opinions to themselves.

A Message for “Father” Byrne …
You are an imposter - hence the inverted commas,
“Father”. But don’t take my word for it. Here it
is from the pen of one of the greatest spiritual
writers of all times: “…[The Church’s] very rites
compel you to be either truly holy or an imposter…”
(Dom Chautard: The Soul of the Apostolate. For
complete quote and source, see p.16).

Priests are obliged to pass on the Church’s teaching
as revealed by God. If you don’t want to do that,
go elsewhere - we’re sick of double-living priests,
pretending to be Catholics. Remember, If we want
to follow a faithless priest, we can become
Lutherans. “Father” Martin Luther beat you to it.
So, give it a rest, please and thank you.

Ed: In other words, business as usual.
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News Round-Up
Scottish
Government
Hate Crime
Legislation…
You cannot say what you want in
your own home and get away
with it - not in Scotland!
The Scottish Government has passed its
controversial Hate Crime Bill despite concerns
being raised over its impact on freedom of
speech. A majority of MSPs backed the
legislation which Justice Secretary Humza
Yousaf said would send a strong message that
offences motivated by prejudice “will not be
tolerated by society”.

What The Papers Say

From the Blog…
RCA Victor [American] on
6/5: Scottish Elections: Should
Catholics Withhold Vote in Protest
at Tyranny?

I immediately understood that
we’re in for election fraud 2. It’s one the easiest
ways to corrupt election results and there’s no
transparency that I’m aware of in Scotland to set
The bill consolidates existing hate crime
minds at ease. Postal voting for all but immobile
laws but also establishes a new offence of
pensioners and the genuinely disabled should be
"stirring up hatred" on the grounds of religion,
banned throughout the world.
sexual orientation, age, disability and
transgender identity.
Josephine on

Opposition politicians warned this could lead
to individuals facing criminal charges for
expressing controversial opinions.
Ed: Didn’t stop the majority of the “opposition
politicians” voting the bill into law, so spare us your
Emmy Award performances. Idiots.

The Bill cleared its final hurdle at Holyrood on
Thursday night with MSPs voting by 82 - 32 in
favour, with four abstentions.
Ed: See what I mean?

Yousaf said: "There are some here who believe
that if racism takes place at home that should
not be prosecuted.
Ed: Er… well… yes, always remembering that one
person’s “racism” is another’s “free speech”.

"My contention is the impact is the same.
Regardless of where hatred is intentionally
stirred up, the outcome can lead to a person of
colour, a disabled person, someone who is gay
or lesbian, an older person, or a transwoman,
getting beaten up, threatened with violence or
raped. Do we think they care that hatred was
intentionally stirred up or took place at home?"
Ed: Be assured: those of us with psychotic people
at the dinner table always watch what we say in their
presence. Trust me on this…

Yousaf : "Those who believe sex is immutable,
or who proselytise that same-sex marriages are
sinful - none of these people fall foul of the
stirring up of hatred offence for solely stating
their belief, even if they did so in a robust
manner. Solely stating a belief is not breaching
the criminal threshold."
Ed: Watch for cases where “robust manner”
becomes “stirring up hatred.” Take my advice;
make a vow of silence in your home - now.
(Above extracts from Daily Record, 11/3/21).

[In the Holyrood elections in May] the SNP
could return 70 of the 129 MSPs, giving
them a majority of 11.

The poll also found that Scottish
independence remains the top priority for
Are your votes in Scotland nearly half of Scots voters.
counted correctly, or are they Emily Gray, managing director of Ipsos
manipulated behind the scenes MORI Scotland, said: “Our latest poll results
electronically as they are in suggest the SNP are on course to win a
America? If the vote count is majority of seats at Holyrood in May.”
rigged, then unless that is exposed and fixed,
Editor writes… Those Catholics who plan
what’s the point of voting?
to vote for the return of this all but openly
Athanasius replies…
Marxist Parliament in Scotland need to
When I heard on the news last acquaint themselves with the nine ways in
night that postal voting is to be which we will be held accountable by God
greatly extended due to the virus, for participating in the sin(s) of others.

Ed: So we can expect an end to intolerance towards
Catholics? No more Orange Order parades?

Ed: Depending on which religion is being “hated”,
of course. Again, Catholics are usually considered
fair game, as evidenced by, though not limited to,
the annual Orange Order Parades in Scotland.

The Scottish Sun, 8/4/21 - NATS
MAJORITY Scottish election 2021: New
Holyrood poll puts SNP on course for
majority – with no seats for Alex Salmond’s
Alba party.

We are guilty of the sin(s) of others by our
silence (e.g. cover-up); counsel (e.g.
advice); command (to order); consent (to
give permission, to approve); provocation
(to dare); praise or flattery (to cheer, to
applaud);concealment (to hide the action, to
cover-up); Active participation; defence of
the sinful act or omission (to justify)

Masks Are A Ticking Time Bomb …
I don’t wear a mask and I do carry
the exemption card in my bag, but
I won’t show it unless I have to
because I don’t want to be going
along with any of this nonsense at
all. The more we refuse to co-operate, the better.
Nobody should ask why you are not wearing a
mask but if they do, you can tell them it’s none
of their business and that the government says
they are supposed to assume that you are
exempt. That usually shuts them up without
fisticuffs!

Helen replies…
I have never donned a mask and I
don’t carry any “exempt” badges.
However, I do carry a letter from
the Scottish Government saying that nobody has
the right to question me and nobody ever has.
Sod them all, I say, and excuse the language!

Michaela on
Is Francis’ Sympathetic
Fascination with Judas MORE
than a Cause of Concern?
(According to the Vatican’s own newspaper
L’Osservatore Romano, Pope Francis has
placed a painting of a resurrected naked Jesus
ministering to Judas, Christ’s own betrayer,
behind the Pope’s desk in his personal study in
the Vatican.)
I believe [Editor] said herself
many times that this pope is no
Catholic. If it wasn’t obvious
before, it’s very obvious now.

Fool me once,
shame on you,
Fool me twice,
shame on me!

The Scotsman Newspaper, 26/3/21 - Organ
donation 'opt out' system begins in Scotland
All those 16 and over who have not recorded
a decision about donation will now be
considered a possible donor, in consultation
with their families.
It comes after similar law changes in Wales
and England in recent years.
Dr Sharon Zahra, a consultant in tissues and
cells transfusion at the Scottish National Blood
Transfusion Service, said the law change will
save and improve lives….
Editor writes…
Since I couldn’t be sure that my wishes would
be honoured, I opted out of donating my
organs.
I had specifically asked for confirmation that
my heart would only be donated to Boris
Johnson if my brain were donated to Nicola
Sturgeon, but the powers-that-be at the NHS
couldn’t guarantee anything. Hence, I’m
taking advantage of this particular
“permission” from Holyrood, to be allowed to
die without Government intrusion.
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London: Covid Craziness…
Why Will the Police Allow Muslim Protestors to Gather Outside Batley Grammar School,
But Not Christians in a Church on Good Friday?
Taken from website of Lockdown Sceptics

I was shocked, but sadly not surprised, when
my phone pinged with whatsApp message
passing on a video (now viral on social media)
of police breaking up the Good Friday Church
service of a church in south London. The video, embedded in a tweet by Giles Fraser,
showed a policeman standing at the lectern
announcing that “this gathering is unfortunately unlawful under the coronavirus regulations
we have currently. You are not allowed to meet
inside with this many people under law”. He
then told the congregation to go home immediately, threatening them with £200 fines, and
arrest. The tweet which included the video
asked “What have we come to?”
The police inventing new laws, it seems. It is
certainly not unlawful for churches to be gathering for congregational worship anywhere in
the UK. This has been so in most of the country since last July, apart from brief periods of
closure for a few weeks in England and Wales
in the autumn. In Scotland, where I minister, it
was unlawful until a Judge in Scotland’s highest court struck down the Scottish Government’s law on the 24th March following a
successful Judicial Review. In a ruling which
sets a very important precedent for the whole
of the UK, Lord Braid accused the Scottish
Government of having merely “paid lip service
to Article 9” of the ECHR and failing to “accorded it the importance which such a fundamental right deserves”. It appears Wandsworth
Police have fallen into the same trap; both
disregarding the fundamental right to worship
and overreaching themselves in the most insensitive of ways on the most significant weekend of the Christian year.

But further, rather than even enforcing the law
itself they have clearly strayed into the realm
of becoming enforcers of guidance, something
which is clearly reserved for those in charge of
places of worship themselves, not the Police.
The Government’s guidance for public
worship itself begins with this statement:
“guidance is of a general nature and should be
treated as a guide”. The clue is in the name –
with tautology for emphasis!
Places of worship themselves are responsible
for applying the guidance, and “limits for communal worship should be decided on the basis
of the capacity of the place of worship following an assessment of risk.” The church in question is clearly responsible, saying “we ask
everyone to observe the current sanitary requirements in the church… all government
requirements were met”.
There is no limit on numbers at worship in the
law, and none in the guidance for England
either, so long as people remain “more than
one metre apart” if they are “taking extra steps
to stay safe (such as wearing face coverings) to
reduce the risk of transmission”. The guidance
also states that “there are valid exemptions for
some individuals and groups to not wear a face
covering in these settings”.
So, not only was there nothing unlawful taking
place, there is no evidence that even any of the
(unenforceable) guidance was being disregarded. Yet Wandsworth Police later tweeted “officers made the decision that it was not safe for
that particular service to continue”. It was a
decision that was not theirs to make.

Texan Tyranny…
o learn about a very different kind of Covid authoritarianism - an example of the enemy
within - turn to p.15 where you will read about the American priest who has banned a woman
from ever entering his church again because she did not wear a mask during Mass - even
though there is no mask mandate in the state of Texas. And then read the opinion of a real
priest…

One has to hope that the Police will issue an
apology, and that the Government will reiterate the fact that worship is perfectly lawful,
and churches responsible for managing their
own worship. But there are surely further
questions to be asked as to why this kind of
crass and needless harassment of ordinary
Christians at worship should be seen as fair
game, when by contrast so many other far less
managed and safe events are treated by the
police with kid gloves. One comment under
the video suggested that the service relocate to
Batley Grammar School, where large gatherings with absolutely no distancing seem to be
entirely permissible. Others asked whether
this kind of thing has happened – or would
ever happen – in a Mosque during Ramadan,
or at any other time for that matter. Quite.
Our police today will reverently sink to their
knees before violent, statue-destroying BLM
protesters; but they will threaten to arrest and
fine those bowing the knee before Jesus Christ
on Good Friday. What have we come to indeed?
Rev Dr William J.U. Philip is a Senior Minister in The Tron Church in Glasgow. He was
one of a group of Scottish church leaders
who brought a Judicial Review against the
Scottish Government, forcing them to lift the
suspension on worship on March 25th.
Editor writes…
Our sincere gratitude is extended to Dr William
Philip and the other ministers who brought the
above legal challenge against the Scottish Government. If the Scottish bishops hadn’t been asleep at
the wheel, there would have been no need for any
such judicial review. If they had refused to close our
churches, that would have been an end to it. Given
our fraught religious history in Scotland, the Government would have dismissed any idea of taking
on the Catholic Church. How humiliating that their
failure to uphold the primacy of the worship of
Christ the King goes into the history books as a
permanent reminder of their faithless subservience
to our almost openly Marxist State at this time.
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The Enemy Within:
Priest in Texas Bans Expectant Mother
for Not Wearing Mask at Mass…
America Correspondent
The facts below are taken
from a report on Lifesitenews,
31 March, 2021

against canon law.
“Our own government is more lenient [about
masks] at this point than our church,” she noted
“and that’s a problem.”

Expectant mother Deirdre Hairston (right) had
been at Sunday Mass at Holy Trinity Catholic
church in Dallas with her husband and oneyear-old baby when she was approached by the
pastor, Fr. Milton Ryan who told her that if she
didn’t put on a mask, he would call the police
and have her arrested - which he did.

The young mother also said that Catholics need
to “wake up” about the situation in their
churches. She said, “People need to wake up to
realize that this is … the state of our church
right here, right now, and we need to stand up.”

After returning from Holy Communion with
her baby in her arms, Hairston saw three police
officers at the back of the church, where she
and her husband had been socially distanced
from the rest of the congregation. Having not
yet consumed the Host, Hairston knelt down
upon returning to her seat, only to be told at
once to get up.

The Diocese of Dallas issued a statement on
March 29, just over two weeks after the incident
took place. The statement said that the young
woman “was not arrested or ticketed” but
“issued a trespass warning.”

Hairston’s husband recorded a woman police
officer saying to the young mother, “Ma’am,
I’m going to put you in handcuffs if you don’t
stand up.”
Hairston asked what crime she had committed,
and the officer stated that that the “church” did
not want her there and that she was trespassing.
The young mother insisted that she was not
breaking any law, and the police repeatedly told
her that the church was a business. Although
Texas no longer has a mask mandate, some
businesses are still asking people to don masks
before coming inside.
Fearing for the safety of her infant child,
Hairston left the church with the officers. She
said that after she did so, an usher ran into the
parking lot to take photographs of her car
license plate, shouting, “Write her up! Write
her up!” Hairston and her husband continued
to film and to remonstrate with the police,
saying that wearing a mask is not a requirement.
The officer said, however, that the church
required one. When Hairston explained that
“that one man is not the church,” the officer
replied that the priest was a “representative of
the business.”
“This is not a business,” Hairston insisted.
“This is a church!”
Hairston’s husband told the police that Fr. Ryan
had been verbally abusive to his pregnant wife.
To the argument that the church is a business,
the young man explained that it is a 501(c)(3),
that is, a charitable organization.
Hairston was not fined but given a ticket that
said she could never again go back to her
church without being arrested. Since she’s a
Catholic in the state of grace, she has been de
facto barred from the sacraments, which is

Hairston wonders if parish mask mandates are
really about health, or if they are about control.

“The pastor of the parish has required masks at
Mass out of concern for the health and welfare
of his entire congregation.”

A Real Priest Responds
to that
“imposter of a priest”
In his Palm Sunday homily, Fr. James Altman
blasted priests and bishops who indulge in the
“godless madness” and “godless fear” of the
coronavirus at the expense of the faithful.
“A priest in Dallas, Texas, called the police to
arrest a woman for trespassing in that parish
because she, who was carrying a child in her
womb, and holding her one-year-old baby in
her arms, was sitting way in [the] back, not
near anyone but her family, but was so
lightheaded due to being with child that she
could not wear a mask,” he said.
“That priest, that imposter of a priest, called
the police,” he continued. “Bishop of that
parish, what kind of priest are you allowing to
operate in your diocese, or — worse — what
kind of mindset have you inculcated into the
priests of your diocese?”

Deirdre Hairston

which some of them have fallen.”
Altman acknowledged that his words might
seem “strong,” but that it was Palm Sunday,
and they had all just heard the Passion of the
Lord Jesus Christ. Earlier in his homily, he
assured his congregation that if hell “has
many levels,” like those described in
Dante’s Inferno, “the lowest, hottest levels
are the final burning place for those
shepherds who were complicit in the godless
[COVID-19] restrictions.”
“Like … some of those Texas shepherds who
refused the government exemptions,” he
added.
LifeSiteNews has contacted both the Diocese
of Dallas and Fr. Milton Ryan, but has not
received a response.
Ed: Gosh. Imagine that. What a surprise - not!

Priests must get
over their
abundance of
cowardice
masquerading as
‘caution’

Altman said that if priests can’t get over their
“abundance of cowardice masquerading as
‘caution’” to fulfill their vocation, then they
are overdue for the “millstone” treatment.
“Amen, amen, I say to you that if such
shepherds as that represented the truth of the
Catholic Church, I’d be out the door,” Altman
said.
“I’d be the first one out that door and I would
never look back. But you and I, we know
better,” he continued. “They do not represent
the Catholic Church, only the depths of hell to

oe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites,
because you are like to whited sepulchres, which
outwardly appear to men beautiful but within are
full of dead men’s bones and of all filthiness.
(Matt 23: 27)
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Imposter Priests Anger God
Dom Jean-Baptiste Chautard
he Soul of the Apostolate by Dom Chautard comes recommended by none other that Pope
Saint Pius X, who revealed that it was his bedtime reading. Extract follows…

“At every priestly function, I [as priest]
can almost hear You saying to me, ‘My
son, how is it possible for you to imagine
that after I made you, by these divine
powers, another Christ, I should tolerate
that in your practical routine of living
you should be WITHOUT CHRIST or
even AGAINST CHRIST?’
…”if you adopt a program of systematic
infidelities, and return from these to
your sublime functions without remorse, you will only arouse My anger!”
“With what severity, too, does my
Church forbid the priest to approach the
altar or to confer the Sacraments if there
remain one single mortal sin upon his
conscience! Inspired by Me, she goes still
further. Her very rites compel you to be
either truly holy or an imposter. Either
you will have to make up your mind to live
an interior lie, or else resign yourself to
say to Me from the beginning of Mass to
the end, things that you do not really
think, and ask of Me things that you do
not desire.”

From His Eminence Cardinal Hector Sévin
(22 March 1852 – 4 May 1916)

(Dom Chautard: The Soul of the Apostolate,
p. 240-241, Part V, “Principles and Hints.” 1946,
Abbey of Gethsemane. 1974, St. Benedict Press.
Republished by TAN, 2008, 2012.)

“Your book is a golden book. I have read it eagerly.
[It]is used in the spiritual readings of both my
seminaries.”

From the editor...

Contrast such weak Catholic clergy with the
Protestant ministers who made the news. For
example, while the priest and congregation at
the Polish church of Christ the King in London
meekly obeyed the police and abandoned their
Good Friday service, placing Government
above God, a Polish Protestant minister in
Canada threw the “Nazi Gestapo Psychopaths”
out of his church,
Here’s what Artur
Pawlowski told The Daily Caller, 6/4/21:

Dear Reader …
All too often, sadly, clergy today fit Christ’s
observation about mere “lip service”: “These
people honour me with their lips, but their
hearts are far from me.” (Matt 15:8)
Indeed, sometimes, even lip-service is absent.
Pope Francis, for example, seldom mentions
Christ in his public speeches. Explaining his
failure to mention Our Lord in his address to
the UN in 2015, one American outlet wrote:
“…[the speech-writers] want their message to
resonate with all people, and so at the UN
prefer to choose the “language of human
rights”1 Christ’s message doesn’t resonate
with all people? WOW! I hadn’t realised that.
What has happened to Scots Catholics? Most
have gone along with the pandemic panic,
including the crazy instruction to act as if
we’ve got the virus, even if we don’t have
symptoms! Imagine Catholics deferring to
such unscientific baloney, while effectively
dismissing the Gospel exhortation to place our
trust in Divine Providence or be judged “ye of
little faith” (Luke 12:28). Incredible.
How enthusiastically far too many docile
priests have welcomed the closure of churches,
to the point where we have Fr Thomas Magill,
(Diocese of Motherwell) taking to the pages
of the anti-Catholic Tablet to call for this new
abnormal to remain. Zoom suits him just fine.
[See March 21 newsletter, p.6.]

“I grew up in Poland under the boot of the
Soviets, behind the Iron Curtain,” Pawlowski
said. “What I see right now… They’re acting
just like the Communists were acting when I
was growing up when the pastors and the
priests were arrested, and some were
murdered. Many were tortured… I see a
repetition of history…”
“From my point of view, I’m not afraid of the
disease,” he added. “Because my God is
bigger… I don’t live a life of fear, because I
have hope.”2
Interviewed on Newsmax TV, Mr Pawlowski
was asked why his congregation were maskless, to which he replied“Because they love
freedom,” adding If you want to wear a mask
on your face like a little baby, that’s your
choice. These people behind me are lions, they
are eagles, and lions and eagles are free.” To
which the presenter responded: “I get it.”

I’ve never met a less
appealing bunch of
Catholic priests in
my life. Just
because the case
against the
Government was
brought by 27
Protestant
ministers doesn’t mean it didn’t have
merit. And no, I don’t have to take into
account your preference for Zoom and
YouTube - that is not a legal basis on
which to reverse the court’s ruling that
the Government has no spiritual
authority. Nor have you presented a
compelling case to support your claim
that Nicola Sturgeon is a saint, which
you argue gives the Scottish
Government spiritual authority over
the Church. Appeal denied. [See p.1]

social distancing [because]: ‘If we put on the
mask and get vaccinated, maybe they will stop
it and let us live again.’ An elderly man
responded that a Jewish person in Germany in
the 1930s might have thought that wearing the
Star of David sewn on his jacket would
somehow satisfy Hitler’s delusions, avoiding
far worse violations and saving himself from
deportation. Faced with this calm objection, the
woman [understood] the disturbing similarity
between the Nazi dictatorship and the pandemic
madness of our own time.” (Extract, Archbishop
Viganò’s reflection: Easter 2021 in light of
coronavirus tyranny, Lifesitenews, 22/3/21).

The archbishop concludes his Easter reflection
with an exhortation which I recommend to our
readers as the only way forward: “If we really
want this so-called pandemic to collapse like a
house of cards, Christ must reign. If we allow
the hateful tyranny of sin and rebellion against
Christ to be established, the folly of Covid will
be only the beginning of hell on earth.’
There’s no way out of this tyranny but to return
to the “old normal” - life as a free person without waiting for Government permission.
We must pray for the grace to show our
Confirmation courage, and then act like we’ve
got it! The State does not have the authority to
deprive us of our God-given freedoms; act like
you believe that, trust God and, while far from
easy, be prepared for any consequences which
may follow. Immaculate Heart of Mary, pray
for us. Christ the King, rule us!

Me, too. I just wish more people in Scotland
would “get it.” Below, Archbishop Viganò
pushes Catholics worldwide to “get it”:

Footnotes:

“A few days ago, a woman said that it is
necessary to submit to the use of the mask and

1 Why the Name of Jesus Wasn't Mentioned in the Pope's
UN Speech, National Catholic Register, 25/9/15
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QYb2-pVOMI
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